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Abstract
We establish a 2rst step towards a “Rice theorem” for tilings: for non-trivial sets, it is unde-
cidable to know whether two di7erent tile sets produce the same tilings of the plane. Then, we
study quasiperiodicity functions associated with tilings. This function is a way to measure the
regularity of tilings. We prove that, not only almost all recursive functions can be obtained as
quasiperiodicity functions, but also, a function which overgrows any recursive function.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Tilings have been studied for a very long time from di7erent points of views. In
1961, Hao Wang introduced the formalism of colored square tiles (now called Wang
tiles) in [19]. He was motivated by the problem of decidability of the satis2ability
problem of a class of formula de2ned by the structure of its prenex normal form: the
Kahr class K = [∀∃∀; (0; !)] (see [3]). A tile set  can be recursively transformed into
a formula F of the Kahr class such that
• the plane can be tiled by  if and only if the formula F has a model,
• the plane can be tiled by  periodically if and only if the formula F has a 2nite
model.
Whether the plane can be tiled by  was then proved undecidable by Berger in 1966
(domino problem [2]) and the periodic case was proved undecidable by Gurevich and
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Koriakov in 1972 [12]. Furthermore, they prove that the formula of the class that have
a 2nite model cannot be recursively separated from those that do not have any model.
These proofs are based on a complicated construction due to Berger and clari2ed later
[1,2,12,16]. We also use this construction in the proofs of our theorems. As far as we
know, nobody could prove the unseparability result of formula in Kahr class without
using tilings. Concerning other classes necessary to close Hilbert’s Entscheidungsprob-
lem these results are proved by so-called “conservative” reductions to the Kahr class.
This justi2es the importance of studying decision problems over tilings and also their
periodicity aspects.
In another hand, tilings became basic objects and were often used as tools
for proving undecidability results for planar problems [6,14] and were also
broadly used in complexity theory [5,7,11,15,18]. Later, Wang tiles were used
as models for physical constraints in Z2 or Z3 mainly for studying quasicrystals
(see [13]). Quasicrystals are related to a property called quasiperiodicity which
is an extension of periodicity (called uniform recurrence in one-dimensional
language theory).
In this paper, our 2rst goal is to prove a Rice theorem for tilings. In standard
recursivity theory, this theorem says that given any property on functions, the set
of programs that compute this function is either trivial (i.e., empty or full) or non-
recursive. Intuitively, it seems that problems concerning tilings are also either trivial or
undecidable. But the formalization of this intuitive assertion is not easy at all and we
do not know any formula that could be a good candidate to apprehend this idea. Thus,
we restrict to a slightly weaker version analogous in recursivity theory to the following
proposition: given a program P, the set of programs that compute the same function
as P is non-recursive. In our tiling framework we prove that given a non-trivial tile
set , the set of tiles that produce the same tilings of the plane as  is non-recursive
(Theorem 2).
In the sequel, we focus on the notion of quasiperiodicity (which extends periodic-
ity). In [8,9], an analogous of Furstenberg’s lemma (see [10]) was proved for tilings:
if a tile set can tile the plane, then it can also be used to form a quasiperiodic
tiling of the plane. This means that even with a complicated set of tiles, one can-
not force tilings to be very “irregular”, “chaotic”, or “complex” in an intuitive mean-
ing, because some tilings will be quasiperiodic. Using a (strange) terminology used
in physics: local constraints cannot enforce chaos. This result is rather surprising be-
cause using an adaptation of Berger’s construction one can built some tile sets that
can tile the plane, but such that none of the obtained tilings is recursive. The regu-
larity of quasiperiodic tilings can be measured by their quasiperiodicity function. We
prove that given any “natural” function f, one can construct a tile set such that the
quasiperiodicity function of all tilings obtained is f—where “natural” is formalized
near time-constructibility—(Theorem 8). Our last result (Theorem 9) states that there
exists a tile set that produce only quasiperiodic tilings, and those quasiperiodic tilings
have a quasiperiodicity function that grows to in2nity faster than any recursive func-
tion. The intuitive meaning of this theorem is that although this tile set produces only
“regular” (i.e. quasiperiodic) tilings, the regularity of these tilings cannot be observed—
by computer.
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2. Tilings
The classical way to consider tilings of the plane is to use Wang tiles [19,20]. In
order to prove a Rice theorem for tilings, we need to be able to compare tilings. If we
use Wang’s de2nition, we cannot compare the tilings produced by two di7erent tile
sets, because they may use di7erent colors.
Thus, we chose to use a more general representation of tilings: local constraints (see
also [14]). We thus focus on maps, i.e., bi-dimensional grids 2lled with 0 and 1. We
“constrain” maps by imposing that all patterns of a 2xed domain D extracted from the
maps belong to a certain constraint set (which will be represented by a function from
the set of patterns of domain D to {0; 1}).
Denition 1. We call local constraint a pair c=(V; f), where V is a vector of n
elements of Z2 and f a function from {0; 1}n to {0; 1}. V is called the neighborhood
and f is called the constraint function.
A map is a function from Z2 to {0; 1}. A map p veri6es a local constraint c=
(f; (v1; : : : ; vn)), or is produced by c, if
∀x ∈ Z2; f(p(x + v1); p(x + v2); : : : ; p(x + vn)) = 0:
A local constraint is trivial if it is veri2ed by all maps, and non-trivial on the other
case. We denote by P(c) the set of all maps verifying c.
Remark that in the previous de2nition both V and f can be represented 2nitely
hence local constraints can be represented as 2nite objects.
We say that a pattern is extracted from a binary map if a translated version of the
pattern can be found in the map. A pattern veri6es a local constraint if the value of its
constraint function on the pattern is 0 when de2ned. Otherwise, it is called a forbidden
pattern for c.
Remark that a map veri2es a local constraint if and only if all its patterns verify
this local constraint.
In some way, local constraint are equivalent to Wang tiles for tiling the plane: we
can associate to a Wang tile set a local constraint such that each Wang tile corresponds
to a certain pattern of 0 and 1, and such that the plane is tilable (resp. periodically
tilable) by the Wang tile set if and only if there is a binary map (resp. a periodic
binary map) which veri2es the local constraint. Conversely, we can associate to each
local constraint a Wang tile set such that each Wang tile corresponds to an accepted
pattern, and verifying the same equivalence for tilability. This can be formalized into
an appropriate de2nition of reduction such as in [17].
3. Towards a Rice theorem for tilings
Thanks to the notion of local constraints, we are able to formulate a theorem which
is not exactly a Rice theorem for tilings but is a 2rst step in the direction of this
goal. Given two local constraints a and b, we compare the two sets P(a) and P(b)
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of the tilings they produce (as both are sets of binary maps, they can be compared for
equality, inclusion, etc.).
Let c be a local constraint. We call SM(c), the following problem:
Problem. SM(c)
Instance: A local constraint 
Question: Does the local constraint  produce exactly the same maps as c, (i.e.
P()=P(c))?
Theorem 2. Let c be a non-trivial local constraint. Then, SM(c) is undecidable (more
precisely 1-complete).
Proof. The idea of the proof is that this problem is at least as diQcult to solve as
to decide whether there exists a map which veri2es a given local constraint (domino
problem). We choose a forbidden pattern F for c. Then, from a local constraint q,
we build a local constraint qˆ which produces strictly more maps than c if and only if
q produces a map. In fact, we use F as a delimiter to encode maps in the “language”
of c.
The following decision problem is called “domino problem” and expressed here for
local constrains.
Problem. DOMINO
Instance: A local constraint 
Question: Does a map that veri2es  exist (i.e. P() = ∅)?
This problem was proved undecidable by Berger [2].
Without loss of generality, we can consider only local constraints whose neighbor-
hood is <1; a=× <1; a= for some integer a. Let c=(<1; a=× <1; a=; ) be a non-trivial local
constraint. As c is non-trivial, there exists a forbidden pattern F .
Let us prove that the set of all local constraints which are veri2ed by the same
maps as c is 1-complete for many-one reductions. To prove that it is recursively
enumerable (which is not completely straightforward), it is enough to show that the set
of all pairs of non-trivial local constraints (; ) such that P() ⊂ P() is recursively
enumerable.
Let f be a program which, given a pair of non-trivial local constraints (; ), executes
the following steps. If <1; m= × <1; m= is the domain of  and <1; n= × <1; n=, the domain
of :
For all forbidden pattern F of domain <1; m= × <1; m= of  do
i=0. Repeat (loop )
Check if all patterns of domain <1; m+ 2i= × <1; m+ 2i]=
whose centered subpattern is F are forbidden for . If yes,
exit loop , else increase i.
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Fig. 1. A sample pattern L, and its associated Lˆ.
Suppose that f(; ) halts. Let P be a map that does not verify . Then, it contains
a forbidden pattern for  of domain <1; m= × <1; m=, at position (x; y). As the program
exits the loop  when F is treated, there exists an integer i such that any pattern of
domain <1; m+ 2i=× <1; m+ 2i= whose center subpattern is F is forbidden for . Thus,
the pattern of P of position (x− i; y − i) is forbidden for . Hence, P does not verify
. All maps which do not verify  do not verify .
Conversely, suppose f(; ) does not halt. Then, there exists a pattern F for which
the loop  never ends. This means that for all integers i, there exists a pattern of domain
<1; m + 2i= × <1; m + 2i= whose center subpattern is F verifying . Then, by standard
diagonal extraction (also called KSonig’s lemma, or countable Tychono7 theorem, see
[9] for an explanation of these notions in the world of tilings) there exists a map R
which contains F and is produced by . R veri2es  but not .
We just proved that f(; ) halts if and only if all maps that verify  also verify 
(i.e. P() ⊂ P()).
Let us now prove that the set of all local constraints which are veri2ed by the same
maps as c is 1-hard. Thus, any map which contains the pattern F does not verify c.
Let q be a local constraint whose domain is <1; l= × <1; l=.
For all patterns M of domain <1; x= × <1; x=, we will note Mˆ the pattern of domain
<1; a(2x+1)=× <1; a(2x+1)= illustrated by Fig. 1, and build as follows. The pattern Mˆ
is a juxtaposition of 2x + 1 by 2x + 1 square patterns of size a. Those patterns are:
• For all i ∈ <0; x=, and all j ∈ <0; x=, the pattern located at position (2i + 1; 2j + 1) is
equal to F .
• For all i ∈ <1; x=, and all j ∈ <1; x=, the pattern located at the position (2i; 2j) 2lled
with M (i; j).
For any map P, let us de2ne the map Pˆ as follows: ∀(x; y)∈Z2, ∀(i; j)∈<1; a=×<1; a=,
Pˆ(2xa+ i; 2ya+ j) = P(x; y);
Pˆ(xa+ i; (2y + 1)a+ j) = Pˆ((2x + 1)a+ i; ya+ j) = F(i; j):
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This de2nition is the extension to maps of the previous de2nition.
Finally, let us de2ne the local constraint qˆ whose domain is <1; a(2l+1)=×<1; a(2l+1)=
and whose constraint function is f, de2ned as follows. The value of f is 0 only on
the following patterns:
• patterns which verify c (rule 1);
• sub-patterns of domain <1; a(2l + 1)= × <1; a(2l + 1)= of all Nˆ such that N has
<1; l+ 1= × <1; l+ 1= for domain and veri2es q (rule 2).
Any map verifying c veri2es qˆ because of rule 1. Moreover, if a map t veri2es q, tˆ
veri2es qˆ because of rule 2. Hence if there is a map verifying q, qˆ veri2es strictly
more maps than c.
Conversely, if there is a map t that veri2es qˆ but not c, then rule 2 is used at least
once, since if not, t would verify c. We deduce that there is a pattern A= Mˆ in t,
when M is a pattern of domain <1; l=× <1; l=, and which is 0 on the constraint function
of q. Since F is 1, rule 2 is applied to all the patterns that contain F , i.e. to all the
patterns whose intersection with A is of at least the size of F . Thus only the rule 2 is
applied. This implies that t= lˆ, for a l which veri2es q. Hence, if qˆ produces strictly
more maps than c, then there is a map which veri2es q.
We can conclude that there is a map which veri2es q if and only if qˆ is veri2ed
by more maps than c. As qˆ can be easily constructed from q by a Turing machine,
we have constructed a many-one reduction and the set of all local constraints which
verify exactly the same maps as c is many-one-complete, thus not recursive.
This proof allows us to present another undecidability result for inclusion:
Proof. SM-INC(c)
Instance: A local constraint 
Question: Does the local constraint  produce only maps that can also be produced
by c, (i.e. P() ⊂ P(c))?
Theorem 3. Let c be a non-trivial local constraint. Then, SM-INC(c) is undecidable
(more precisely 1-complete).
Proof. This problem is 1 since the program f de2ned in the proof above veri2es
f(; ) halts i7 P() ⊂ P(). The reduction of Theorem 2 works for this theorem as
well, since, from a local constraint q, it recursively constructs qˆ such that
P(q) = ∅ ⇒ P(c) = P(qˆ);
P(q) = ∅ ⇒ P(c) ( P(qˆ):
It is easy to see that this reduction works for both theorems.
4. Quasiperiodicity
We now present a notion that gives an idea on the regularity of a tiling. Indeed, a
tiling can be more or less regular, that is to say its patterns can be repeated more or
less often.
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4.1. Quasiperiodic con6guration
We introduce the notion of quasiperiodicity (called uniform recurrence in language
theory) which is a generalization of the notion of periodicity. A tiling is quasiperiodic
if and only if for each of its subpatterns, there exists a size of a window such that, in
any place we put the window on the tiling, we can 2nd a copy of this pattern within
the window (see for instance [9]).
Denition 4. Let P be a con2guration made of Wang tiles. P is quasiperiodic if and
only if for all patterns M extracted from P, there exits an integer n such that M appears
in all square patterns of size n extracted from P.
The following theorem is analogous of Furstenberg lemma in language theory.
Theorem 5 (See [9]). If  is a tile set which can tile the plane, then there exists a
quasiperiodic tiling of the plane made with tiles of .
We can now de2ne quasiperiodicity functions, which allow us to describe the regu-
larity of quasiperiodic con2gurations.
Denition 6. Let c be a quasiperiodic con2guration. We call quasiperiodicity function
of c, the function which maps positive integers n to the smallest integer Qc(n) such
that in all square patterns of size Qc(n) extracted from c, we can observe a sample of
all the square patterns of size n that appear in c.
4.2. Quasiperiodicity functions
We now study what kinds of quasiperiodicity functions can be obtained. We 2rst
prove that “usual” increasing recursive functions can be obtained.
Denition 7. A function f is time-constructible if and only if there is a Turing machine
M over the alphabet {0; 1} which stops after f(i) steps of computation on the entry 1i.
Theorem 8. Informal version any increasing time-constructible function can be ob-
served as the quasiperiodicity function of maps produced by a tile set; Formal version
for all time-constructible function f, there exists a tile set  such that, for all tiling
p produced by ,
Qp(x) ¿ (F(x) + 3)2 + 1 ¿
Qp(x)− 1
4
+ 1;
where
F(x) =
x∑
i=0
(i + 1)f(i):
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Proof (sketch). Let M be a Turing machine which witnesses that f is time-
constructible. The proof builds a tile set which produces tilings which represents the
space–time diagrams of the computation of M on all entries from 0 to in2nity, one
above the other, drawing special square patterns of size n at the beginning and the end
of the emulation of M on entry n. Hence, to get all square patterns of size n, one have
to get at least a pattern containing all the space–time diagram of M on n. Using tricks,
we can make sure that no new patterns of size n are created in emulations of M on
entries bigger than n, and hence, the pattern containing all the space–time diagrams on
entries from 0 to n is enough to get all the square pattern of size n, which ends the
proof.
Since we have proved that for almost any increasing recursive function f, we can
construct a tile set which produces quasiperiodic tilings whose all quasiperiodicity
functions are nearly f, we construct a tile set which produce quasiperiodic tilings
whose quasiperiodicity function is greater than all recursive functions.
Theorem 9. There exists a tile set 0 such that, for all tiling p produced by 0, p is
quasiperiodic, and no recursive function is an upper bound of Qp.
The tile set 0 produces only quasiperiodic tilings; the regularity of these tilings
cannot be observed.
Proof. Let K be a non-recursive, recursively enumerable subset of {0; 1}? (e.g. the
set of all pairs (x; y) such that the Turing machine number x halts on entry y).
The idea of the proof is to build a tile set which emulates a Turing machine which
enumerates K . If we can compute a size of frame in which all patterns of size n appear,
then we can obtain an upper bound for the number of steps needed by the machine to
output all elements of K of size at most n. This would lead to a decision algorithm
for K , which is impossible.
Let M be a Turing machine over the alphabet {0; 1; #}, with two tapes, the 2rst one
being the working tape, and which, on the empty entry, enumerates the elements of K ,
and outputs them on the second tape, separated by #, in increasing order (reordering
elements if necessary).
Let 0 be the tile set that, through Berger’s construction emulates this Turing machine
M . Let p be a tiling produced by 0. Suppose there is a recursive function f such
that for all x, we have f(x)¿Qp(x). Let us prove that K is recursive.
From Berger’s construction, we observe that there exists a recursive function $, such
that n cells of the second tape are represented in any $(n)×$(n) patterns of any tiling
produced by 0. In order to decide whether x belongs to K , we have to know if it is
enumerated by M .
If x is enumerated, it is written at most at a= $(1 +
∑x
i=0 i + 1) cells from the
beginning of the second tape, since the machine output at most all the numbers between
0 and x to the left of x. As all the square patterns of length a are found in all patterns
of length f(a), if x is enumerated by M then #x# can be observed in all f(a)×f(a)
patterns found in any tiling produced by 0. As in this construction all tilings contain
the same (2nite) patterns—we say that they are mutually extractible (see [8,9])—if
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#x# can be observed in a f(a) × f(a) pattern of a tiling produced by 0, then x is
enumerated by M . But thanks to Berger’s construction, we can construct square patterns
of arbitrary size that can be extended to tilings of the plane produced by 0. Hence we
can decide whether x is or not enumerated by M which contradicts the non-recursivity
of K .
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